IT’S A NEW DAY, THE SHIFT HAPPENED
THE REVOLUTION IS FINALLY BEING TELEVISED
ARE YOU WOKE?
One would probably be correct in saying that indeed the mantra of Dr. Patsy O. Squire, Eastern
Regional Director was, ‘ain’t gonna let no virus turn me around’, as she planned the annual
conference of the Eastern Region. Tenacious in her efforts to make the 80th Eastern Regional
Conference happen, Dr. Squire presided over her first Regional Conference as the Regional
Director, and the first ever Virtual Conference in the history of National Sorority of Phi Delta
Kappa, Inc. And, she made it look easy.
Sorors of the Eastern Region and National Officers, a total of 413 members, participated in the
virtual/Zoom conference over two days, Friday, July 24 and Saturday, July 25, 2020. The original
plans were for the conference to be held in Wilmington, DE. However, COVID-19 prompted
prudent changes to those plans in order to protect the health and well-being of the sorors. Dr.
Squire sprang into action brainstorming and strategizing with an eagle-like vison of what she saw
the virtual conference being. Renaissance! Dr. Squire pioneered a new direction for the Eastern
Region, embracing the technology and skills of the Region’s resourceful sorors.
A leader must have a vision. The Eastern Region under the leadership of Dr. Squire, saw her vision
come to fruition, perfectly. From the prepared agenda, to starting and ending activities as
scheduled, to the breakout meetings, to the coordination of technology, to ritualistic protocols, to
the first ever Eastern Region Ms. NSPDK Pageant, to her own personal charm; leadership and
competency were evident. The Eastern Region is indeed fortunate to have a leader for such a
time as this.

Wake up everybody no more sleepin in bed
No more backward thinkin time for thinkin ahead
The world has changed so very much
From what it used to be so

There is so much hatred war an' poverty
Wake up all the teachers time to teach a new way
Maybe then they'll listen to whatcha have to say
Cause they're the ones who's coming up and the world is in their hands
When you teach the children teach em the very best you can
The world won't get no better if we just let it be
The world won't get no better we gotta change it yeah, just you and me.

In a powerful message delivered to the Eastern Region, Dr. Squire informed the sorors that, ‘The
State of the Region is in a good place. Chapters are making a difference. We must re-imagine
our Sorority to move us forward. COVID-19 has made us better’. She announced that the
Region has grown by 100 new sorors in one year, praising chapters for recruitment efforts.
Dr. Squire presented the Call to Action for the Eastern Region to remain Culturally Relevant:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fight institutional racism and systemic inequities
Stand against societal injustices, police brutality and voter suppression
Advocate to get out the vote
Advocate for quality schools
Encourage our people to complete the census
Support Black owned businesses and entrepreneurship

Chat room comments and social media give Dr. Squire rave acceptance of her message and
leadership. Sorors overwhelmingly were inspired by the message of the Eastern Regional Director.
Sorors also expressed satisfaction and love for the look and structure of the virtual conference.
Comments made throughout the conference were highly complimentary.

Supporting Dr. Squire with encouragement and their presence throughout the conference were
Supreme Basileus, Dr. Etta F. Carter and our Guest Past Supreme Basileus, Ann D. Black. Both
expressed gratitude to the Eastern Region and Host Chapter for all the beautiful gifts received from
the Eastern Region and all amenities extended to them. Dr. Carter said in her remarks that, “The
conference is being conducted in grand style”.

Finally, Dr. Squire charged the sorors to:

Stay true to our calling.

Virtual 80th Eastern Regional Conference
The State of the Eastern Region!
Putting the Pieces Together: Sisterhood, Education,
and Cultural Relevancy!
July 24, 2020
Wake up Everybody and Teach a New Way!
Good Morning and Welcome my Sisters!
I bring you greetings on behalf of the Eastern Regional Executive Board and Council.
We’re elated to have Madam Supreme Basileus Etta Carter and the National Executive
Council as well as our Past National Officers with us to celebrate our first ever Virtual
80th Eastern Regional Conference. I want to thank Basileus Glenda Sinclair and Host
chapter Beta Tau for our theme: Putting the Pieces Together: Sisterhood, Education,
and Cultural Relevance. Of course, I must thank the many Workers Bees and You
Know Who You Are for the countless hours and sleepless nights you gave to make this
a successful virtual conference. I’m honored to serve as your Eastern Regional Director
in a time such as this.
Little did some of us know, during our Feb. Planning Meeting in Christiana, Delaware,
our world was headed into a Pandemic. COVID-19 turned our world upside down. In
the United States alone as of to date, there are over 4 million cases of Coronavirus and
over146,000 deaths. As you know 23% of reported Covid-19 deaths in the US are
African Americans. We had to cancel our 2020 Youth Conference and our face to face
Regional Conference. Our lifestyles changed drastically; we’re quarantined to our
homes, distance learning has become the norm for our children, businesses have
closed and jobs lost. Based on guidelines recommended by the Centers for Disease
Control, we thank you for adding different color masks to your wardrobe, washing hands
frequently, and waiting 6 ft apart when among others.
Then, when we thought it couldn’t get any worse, we along with the world witnessed our
second Pandemic. The senseless killings of Ahmad Mabry, George Floyd, Breonna
Taylor, Rayshard Brooks and Elijah McClain. Statista reported 105 Blacks have died at
the hands of Police this year. We witnessed the chronic problems of racism and police
violence. All of this brutality for the world to finally realize, “Black Lives Matter”! The
revolution is being televised and mobilized. Stake woke! So, what is the state of our
region during these two pandemics?
As we put the puzzle pieces together in our theme, we have to first look at sisterhood.
The first part of our sorority motto is: “To foster a spirit of true sisterhood among
teachers”. Research indicates there’s over 5 Million Black Women in organizations that
promote Sisterhood. Sisters are pushing forward offering service for the betterment of
the human race. What’s great about our sisterhood is that it is based on our livelihood,

Education, the Profession that creates all others. Our Founders gave us a blue print
back in 1923 to develop and impact the sisterhood of Educators. Covid-19 even though
it is scary and deadly has given us new life to the true meaning of promoting Sisterhood.
Chapters are creative and innovative and are thinking outside of the box. As the
songwriter sings, we must teach a new way, our Sorors are leading and taking
sisterhood by storm:
• Chapters are driving by the homes of our Sorors, in their red and gold masks to
shower an Ill Soror with love or to celebrate a Soror’s birthday.
• Chapters are having activities such as a Happy Hour every Friday, playing Bingo/
scrabble, having Poetry Nights, Paint and SIP Hour, and selling sorority
merchandise all via Zoom.
• Sorors are utilizing our Eastern Region Facebook page to share
accomplishments, showcase chapter projects, and share announcements.
• Covid-19 forced us young and old to learn how to use technology as part of our
survival. We are training our Senior Sorors how to use technology especially
Zoom. Sorors are sharing their expertise, encouraging us to write our own books
and start our own businesses. They’re teaching us about Social Emotional
Learning and Cultural Relevance.
Because of our Sisterhood, our Sorors are smiling, during a time such as this. Let’s
Continue to allow our sisterhood to light the way. There’s less time for bickering. Let’s
use Covid-19 despite its possible outcome to transform our behaviors to meet the needs
of our sisters. Our new “Normal” is Moving NSPDK Forward.
The second piece of the puzzle is education. In the second part of our sorority motto,
“Promoting the highest ideals of the Teaching Profession”. The Great Eight gave us the
blue print to Educate Sorors and Youth. I’m proud to announce our Region is teaching a
new way.
Our Krinon Clubs are a first-class act. They educated us via Zoom reflecting on the
various distant learning platforms.
Another Chapter educated us by offering a mini-grant to support educators to implement
personal educational projects.
We have Sorors educating us through YouTube channels to teach us how to use
various platforms in Google Drive.
Our Eastern Region Website is now interactive and reflective of the many chapter
activities to support our programs.
Sorors are using their degrees and expertise to render this Virtual Conference
format. You, my Sorors have educated us on how to use technology to connect with
Sorors near and far. 0ver 50% of our chapters have indicated more Sorors attend the
Zoom Chapter meetings versus the face-to-face chapter meetings. Sorors are able to
watch as well as listen by phone as we carry on the business of NSPDK.

Our Eastern Regional Chairs on the Commission of Civil Rights and Human Rights has
educated and encouraged us to seek out how to vote by mail for the upcoming election
and to support Black owned Businesses by participating in Black Out Days.
Youth Chairs are collaborating on a regional level to present initiatives to maximize the
potential of our youth. Monthly meetings have been incorporated with Chapter Youth
Chairs to strategize how to meet the needs of our youth and those dedicated to working
with our youth. We now have a Youth Council. Our youth are Forward Thinkers and
are taking advantage of mentorships, internships, and virtual college tours. Our youth
advisors are exposing them to careers as well as Historically Black Colleges and
Universities. Please know this is a concerted effort. All Sorors in our local chapters are
asked to support our Xinos and Kudos, not just the youth Advisors in the
chapter. Please consider having a Zoom session with youth and/or Sorors to facilitate
discussion about our “history”. Initiate a book club within your chapter with our Youth to
expand their knowledge base about our history. Invite speakers to share info with our
youth.
With all this exposure, we neglected to find one Black Male in our region to apply for our
National Scholarship, $6000 dollars. I know Sorors, you will help us find male
applicants this year.
You are educating us to move beyond the negative conversations and actions that push
our Sorors away. You’re educating us as to how to get the most out of Millennials. Yes,
Education is a major piece of the puzzle.
Last, but not least we have to talk about how Cultural Relevance is a piece of the
puzzle. Thank you to ER Membership Chair for holding monthly Meetings. this time,
last year we had 524 financial Sorors. Today, I’m happy to report over 800 financial
Sorors in the Eastern Region. In one year, you brought in almost 100 new Sorors, well
on our way to increasing membership in the Eastern Region. We now must focus on
reclaiming our Sorors with skills to push our organization forward. We must build upon
our profession to encourage young people with that nurturing spirit to go into the field of
education to meet the needs of our schools. As of 2013, there are 4.2 million Black
Children living in poverty. 80% of public-school teachers are white. Our schools need
us. According to research, minority teachers:
• Have higher expectations of minority students,
• Provide culturally relevant teaching,
• Develop trusting relationships with students,
• Confront issues of racism through teaching and become advocates for our
children.
It’s really important that youth have people who reflect back to them their language,
their culture, their religion, their ethnicity, and their lives.
Our classrooms must be Culturally Relevant. Continue to educate students in critical
thinking skills to make their own decisions about how they feel about policies
championed to address diversity. I hope that part of what students get from our

mentorship is to become self-guided learners who seek knowledge and perspective on
their own and continue to pursue curiosity.
We have committees in our chapter such as: The Commission on Legislative and “Civil
Rights, Education and Human Rights, African American History, Teach a Rama,
Professional development, Reading and Scholarship. I charge us as a Region and you
as chapter leaders to address Institutional Racism and racial injustices in
education. Help us keep the following issues in the forefront of public education such
as:
• Racial equity
• The disproportionate exclusionary discipline of Black and Brown students
• Over identification of Black boys as emotionally disabled
• Pushing our young Black girls out of the school buildings, and
• Demand curriculum that reflects history of all members of our country n.
We need to partner with other organizations to seek equitable outcomes and
opportunities. We have access via technology to participate in panel discussions, digital
learning and, to serve on Advisory Boards to continue to fight the injustices
overshadowing our world. As you know, Justice delayed, is Justice denied. Sorors,
make sure you are at the table to redesign learning for our youth.
Therefore, I implore the Eastern Region to stand in solidarity to collaborate and offer a
Call to Action against: society’s injustices such as: Police Brutality and Voter
Suppression. We must continue now more than ever to advocate to get out the vote,
advocate for quality schools, and quality after school programs that demonstrate a
record of effectiveness. We have to encourage our people to complete the Census
Count, Support Black owned Businesses, encourage our own people to become
entrepreneurs. Stay Woke, Sorors! Please visit our ER Website and individually and
collectively to participate in the National Boycott Days and Virtual Protests.
Our blueprint addresses Children and Adult Benefits. In the beginning of my term I
asked Chapters to Adopt a School. This would serve two purposes: Serve by Reading
to students, as well as build relationships with Principals and Teachers to help us
increase our membership. During our 96th Conclave in St. Louis, Missouri our region
accepted our National Call to Action to support Literacy. Our Eastern Regional Literacy
Chair and her Committee, served us royally by highlighting, “Dads light the Way to Read
with NSPDK. They coordinated the reading of books with Anthropos and the men in our
Lives via YouTube. I’m asking chapters to solicit Retired Sorors as well as Xinos and
Kudos to serve by reading to our children via Zoom or Facebook. I’m asking our
Educators to feature mini lessons or tips on Facebook to benefit students.
Yes, the State of the Region is in a good place. Chapters are making a difference. Your
dedication to youth, education and service completes the puzzle. Using sisterhood,
education and cultural relevance, we are indeed teaching a new way. As these two
pandemics: Covid-19 and the chronic problems of racism and police violence forces us
to reimagine our schools, we must reimagine our organization.

We, my Sorors must lead the way to impact our Students and Sorors to Move NSPDK
forward. Stay true to your calling. Sorors, COVID-19 can’t stop us. Racism won’t stop
us. COVID-19 has made us better! We won’t stop until we strategize and partner with
others to make this world a better place for all mankind. Yes, we will take the blueprint
our Founders laid before us and move NSPDK Forward- Together! The question now
becomes, my Sorors, how will each of YOU impact change to Move NSPDK-Forward? I
will say this again for those sitting in the back, how will each of you impact change to
Move NSPDK Forward? For You are Essential to the Puzzle!
Thank You!
Dr. Patsy O. Squire
NSPDK Eastern Region Director

Supreme Basileus
Dr. Etta F. Carter

98th
Anniversary
Conclave

The Supreme Basileus reported on activities of the National Office. She informed
the Eastern Region that plans are progressing for the 98th Anniversary Conclave and
One-Day Regional Conferences during the week of July 17-July 22, 2021 at the
Omni Resorts in Orlando, Florida. Regional 1-Day Conferences will be on Monday ,
July 19,2021.
The Supreme Basileus is immensely proud of the E-Learning Academy and the
myriad of resources available to sorors. She is encouraging sorors to present
webinars with the goal of reaching students, educators, and parents.
Sorors are invited to join her and other sorors on the second Sunday of each month
for Prayer and Meditation.
National Virtual Founders’ Day Observation was a success with five hundred sorors
participating.
A modified version of the membership data base will be available in the Sorors Only
section of the National Web Page.

CONFERENCE
HIGHLIGHTS
EVERY MEMBER
FORUM
Soror Tatum Booth, Beta Omicron
Chapter and Soror Nicole Prater, Epsilon
Tau Chapter (SE), presented the topic,
Keke, Are You Teaching? The two besties
from
Clark
Atlanta
University
collaborated to give the workshop.

The presenters made the point of
reminding participants that:

We Are the Educators We’ve
Been Waiting For
A key concept of the presentation was
that – Scholars have to know that we
care. Practical ideas were suggested to
transform the teaching practices and
efficacy of educators while building
positive outcomes for our scholars.
“It is about the students. And it’s about
all of the people who continue asking
what is right with Black children
instead of what is wrong.”
Dr. Gloria Ladson-Billings

Sorors had fun in an icebreaker requiring
them to use their personal devices and
the learning platform KAHOOT.
Sorors Tatum and Nicole discussed
‘teaching learning in a virtual space to
achieve culturally relevant pedagogy’.
During the presentation, the term
‘scholars’ was used to reference
students.

RAP DINNER
Social Emotional Learning (SEL)

questions about SEL.

Sorors gained a wealth of excellent
information about Social Emotional
Learning or SEL. RAP Dinner Chair, Soror
Alicia Copeland set the stage for the
presentation by telling us that, connecting to
someone is – feeling. She stipulated that we
as adults/educators must take care of
ourselves, first – being self and socially
aware.
A panel of sorors responded to a set of

1. What is the easiest way to explain SEL
to a parent?
2. With the debate of whether schools
should reopen, how can we
support/implement SEL virtually?
3. Are you doing SEL with your staff/coworkers?
4. Do you think SEL will be like other
educational trends? Is it sustainable?

Using this color chart technique is an easy way to
communicate feelings without using words.
Adults/students could simply wear colored wristbands.

The sorors, deeply knowledgeable about SEL methods, provided helpful strategies
to use with adults and students to get them to connect to and communicate about
their emotions.
Key Points of the Discussion:
•
•
•
•
•

Helping students to recognize their ‘triggers’
Helping students find ways to communicate how or what they are feeling
Explaining to parents the tools used with their children in SEL
Designed to increase positive energy, and subtract negative energy
A classroom environment where there is no judgement

*** District are beginning to add an E to the end of S.T.E.A.M. to indicate
Emotional
Regarding the concerns teachers have for their students during remote learning,
the panelists stressed that students are:

NOT AT RISK…AT PROMISE
Teachers are encouraged to :
• Create a virtual platform “PEER DECK” for students to know the staff is
available to them

• Use ‘Virtual Rooms’ to create a safe space for students to connect with you,
to be their calming class

The RAP Dinner Panelists: Sorors Tanisha Dorvil, Leona Fowler, Alisa JacksonPurvis, and Lisa Mims.

ER BOOK CLUB
The virtual book club discussion was lively and
sorors had many opinions about the story’s
characters and their relationships. The
general consensus regarding the two main
characters - Roy Jr. and Celestial was that they
were from very different backgrounds and
perhaps they should never have married.
Not wanting to spoil the story for the sorors
wanting to read the book for themselves, the
book is a quick read and relatable.

Soror Karen Kelly, Chair

AWARDS CEREMONY
Congratulations to the 2020 Awards recipients. The
Eastern Region continues recognizing the wonderful
achievements of our Xinos, Kudos, KOTs, Sorors, and
community members.

Eastern Region -Gladys Merritt Ross Scholarship

Samyia Copelin
BETA CHAPTER

YOUTH CONFERENCE ESSAY

Caiya Edwards-Walker
ALPHA CHAPTER

HUNTER SAMUEL
Epsilon Alpha Chapter

CHASE KNOX
XI Chapter

MORE AWARDS

Dr. Edna F. Carter, Supreme Basileus
Looking regal in her African headwrap as she enjoys
the Eastern Region’s Virtual Awards Program.

CITATION AWARD
Rev. John G. Moore
with wife Candace

Sorors enjoying the
Awards program

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Soror Ann Moye
Beta Lambda Chapter

THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
for
SOCIAL JUSTICE and EQUAL RIGHTS

Rep. John R. Lewis
Feb. 21, 140 – July 17, 2020

Rev. C. T. Vivian
July 30, 1924 – July 17, 2020

Rev. Joseph E. Lowery
October 6, 1921 – March 27, 2020

Home in Omega Chapter

SOROR ESTELLA MOFFETT WHITE

Soror Ethel Barnard,
Gamma Mu Chapter
Soror Shirley Jackson-Scott,
Beta Lambda Chapter
Dr. Squire preparing for the
Torch Lighting Service

FIRST TIME CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

Soror Angela Ringgold, Membership Chair

Soror Shirley McClinton-Watson, Delta
Pi Chapter, admires her 25-years
membership certificate.

For seventy-eight sorors, the 80th Eastern Regional Anniversary Conference
was the first regional conference they ever attended. Regional Director, Dr.
Squire charged them to be like a Band-Aid, to “Stick and Stay”.

So, we are also going to have to remember what John said: “If you
don’t do everything you can to change things, then they will remain
the same. You only pass this way once. You have to give it all you
have.” As long as young people are protesting in the streets, hoping
real change takes hold, I’m hopeful but we cannot casually abandon
them at the ballot box. Not when few elections have been as urgent,
on so many levels, as this one. We cannot treat voting as an errand
to run if we have some time. We have to treat it as the most important
action we can take on behalf of democracy.
President Barack Obama
Eulogy for Congressman John R. Lewis
July 27, 2020

LITERACY
LUNCHEON
THE FENNELL FAMILY
Sorors will surely concur that the
Fennell family is an amazing and
awesome family! The family of
entrepreneurs, writers, face painters,
publishers, motivational speakers,
travelers, instructors, and yes even a
teacher, had sorors captivated as
they heard their marvelous
accomplishments as a family and as
individuals.
Jennaye Fennell is a teacher and her
three honor roll children are: Jiyah16, Jace-12, and Merl-11. Jennaye
became a teacher as a second career
to be able to spend more time with
her children.
The family’s book series, “Fennell
Adventures”, was inspired from their
family vacations , road trips, and the
pictures they took. The family of
scholars was widely exposed to
cultural and social issues.

The children inspired their mother to
write her very own book, “Hope and
Happiness’, and she teaches a
course, ‘Unlock the Genius in Your
Own Child’.
The family’s skills and talents have
afforded them travel opportunities
and some pretty famous people are
their clients.
Contact the Fennell Family at:
info@fennelladventures.com

MS. NSPDK 2020
EASTERN REGION

Beta Lambda Chapter, Winston-Salem, NC

MS. NSPDK EASTERN REGION
PAGEANT 2020
Sorors were glued to their computers, laptops, ipads, tablets, and smartphones
anxiously awaiting to hear the name of the winning soror and her chapter
announced for the first ever Ms. NSPDK – Eastern Region. Of course, there was
all of the usual preliminary activities that did nothing to minimize all the nail
biting and nervous anticipation. The nine contestants and their respective
chapters are acknowledged for all their hard work that went into making the
pageant a financial success for the Eastern Region and immensely entertaining
to watch.
Congratulations to the Chairperson, Tonya Green-Clark and her committee.
Can’t wait until 2021!

“Continue” by Maya Angelou
extended beginning excerpt

WORKSHOPS

The expertise of sorors in the Eastern Region is vast. Dr. Lavetta Ross, ER
Professional Development Chair, is one of those brilliant and scholarly resources
among our own ranks. Educators left this workshop with a toolbox full of excellent
Social Emotional Learning activities and strategies to implement upon return to
school.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the 60 sec. Sharing Feelings
I Wish My Teacher Knew That…..
I Wish My Students Knew…..
Digital Vision Boards
Circles (Circle Scripts)
Restorative Practices
Sharing Feelings
imgflip (MEMES and GIFs)
Get to Know You Survey

Soror Lois Powell
DELTA NU CHAPTER
Sorors received sage advice and techniques to help us understand the importance
of resilience in preventing and managing stress during COVID-19. Soror Powell
engaged sorors in lively conversations about our emotional-psychological wellbeing and offered many coping suggestions to help us in any kind of stressful or
uncomfortable situation we may find ourselves.

Key Discussion Points
• Feelings of shifting emotions and
stress triggered by COVID-19
• Inequities in social and economic
opportunities for ‘Essential Workers’
• Loneliness is a barrier to good health
• Loneliness is associated with declining
cognition

• A new norm is emerging for how we live our lives – in order to protect
ourselves, which is different from living in fear
• Connect with that part of you that remains strong, Focus more on those
things
• Read, seek community support, spirituality
• A spiritual outlook makes persons more resilient to trauma – Faith
• Make your days meaningful for a sense of accomplishment
• Be realistic
• What is it that makes me feel safe – think of myself , first
• Determine your boundaries

Soror Powell concluded her workshop directing sorors to ‘find a quiet corner and
just breathe’.

“I want to be a ‘carrier’ of faith and love – so we can infect
others (with faith and in love).”
Soror Powell

Sorors attended two additional workshops offered at the
conference

FOUNDERS’ TEA

Another new initiative of Dr. Patsy O. Squire, Eastern Region Director, is the newly
organized Renaissance Committee. Sorors donned Flapper dresses, feather boas,
cloche hates, headbands, and cigarette holders in a “Roaring Twenties Tribute to
the Founders”.
Sorors were urged to ‘blaze new trails’ as Black Women Trailblazers did before
them. Black women paved the way, opening doors in education, politics, science,
business, and entertainment, as did the Founders of National Sorority of Phi Delta
Kappa, Incorporated in 1923.

Please enjoy the video presentation that
was part of the Founders’ Day Report
given by Soror Susan Richards.
https://youtu.be/ZP7-dtRzaYA

First Place Runner-up Ms. NSPDK Pageant
Soror Lois Wilburn, BETA TAU CHAPTER

CONFERENCE SUMMARY
I’m just coming off my high! A special thank you to my Sorors in the “MIGHTY EAST” for a
successful Virtual 80th Eastern Region Conference. Thank you for supporting our blueprint
laid by the Great 8. I stand in awe of your greatness to Move NSPDK Forward- Together!
What did you like best about the Virtual Conference? Dr. Patsy O. Squire

You are a phenomenal woman of vision, grace, leadership, and sisterhood. I can honestly
say that I enjoyed the entire conference. I loved seeing my sorors. I truly appreciate the
thoroughness in planning. Kudos to you and the entire team for making the dream work.
The star
in the East is shining brightly. Dr. Princess B. Towe

I enjoyed the entire conference. It was informative. Not boring and I thought it was
fantastic.. Alma Williams

My Dearest Sorors! CONGRATULATIONS on a Beautiful 80th Eastern Regional Conference! It
was absolutely outstanding! To our ERD Soror Squire and our Supreme Basileus Etta Carter,
You Queens Are a Dream! I want to Thank Soror Monica, and Soror Kelli ER Technology
Committee, thank you for taking me under your wings. Soror Maria and all her
encouragement with ER Literacy Committee. Soror Alicia, thank you for the opportunity to
be a panelist on RAP event on SEL. And to my Sorors of Theta Chapter for all your love,
laughs and support! Sending love to my Sister Chapter Sorors too! My Break out Post! This
conference made me step on Faith! Tanisha Dorvil

It was my first time attending the conference. It was a very enjoyable and inspiring
experience, Sorors! Love you all!!! Debbie Archie

I am still beaming about the 80th Eastern Region Conference held this weekend.
The Mighty Eastern Region. Kim Capers

Day 1 of my first ER conference was amazing.
Beta Omicron
Maaleka Davidson

Please give a “Shout Out” to Eastern Region Computer Technologist Soror, Dr. Monica Newell
and her Committee!
Thank you for serving us well before and during our Virtual 80th ER Conference! Working 24/7
to teach Sorors how to use Zoom, Loading videos, creating powerpoints, and so much more.
Our Technology Team Rocks! Dr. Patsy O. Squire
Honored to be asked to be a panelist for the first Ms. NSPDK at the Eastern Region National
Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa Inc Conference. I was honored to give an inspirational speech.
This is my first conference especially as a new soror.
Ms. New Jersey American Nation - Jasmine McTague

Good morning Sorors! I woke up this morning with sisterhood on my mind. I am so grateful
for each and every moment we shared this weekend. Everything was excellent and fun and I
was smiling and crying and everything. The breakout sessions were filled with conversation
so stimulating, I've been sharing all night. I look forward to seeing you all. My favorite parts
were coming early and staying late after to join the laughter and sisterhood after the formal
sessions. Be blessed sisters! Tammy Sneed

Delta Phi is in the ZOOM! We are enjoying every bit of our FIRST Virtual Eastern Regional
Conference. Thank you ladies for working so hard to make this possible! Dany Katz

As a 1st time attendee, I truly felt the
love! Wow... this sisterhood is truly a gift and
I look forward to connecting with my Sorors! We are TRAILBLAZERS!!!! Awesome job, Sorors
- Jessica (Beta Chapter) Grant

Woke up still basking in the aftermath our 80th Virtual ER Conference. I thoroughly enjoyed
every minute of it. It was educational, entertaining, and professionally presented!
Lois Powell

Bravo ! As a first time attendee of the 80th Virtual ER
Conference, I enjoyed every moment! I was educated and
entertained. Congratulations to all the contestants of the
Ms. NSPDK, Inc ER! Teresa Kanu

A very Special Thank You is extended to some very special persons who made the
Eastern Region’s 80th Anniversary Conference exemplary and momentous. The
Region salutes our visionary, Dr. Patsy O. Squire, who planned and coordinated a
virtual conference that rose to the highest ideals of the teaching profession. Dr.
Squire was successful in encouraging sorors to engage with the technology in
order to carry out the business of the Region, while having the actual conference
experience.

Shout out to Kelli Bryant, Epistoleus, Dr. Monica Newell,
ER Technology Chair; and the Technology Committee:
Stacy Abdul-Qawi, Maria Allmond, Tanisha Dorvil,
Kimberly Phillips, and Katrina Tillman; the TEAM that
made the DREAM work.

Dr. Monica Newell

Thank you to the Past Eastern Region Directors Council
for your support and assistance. To all the Basilei,
delegates, VIPs, Guest Past Supreme Basileus, Ann D.
Black and sorors, thank you for a grand first-ever virtual
conference in the history of National Sorority of Phi
Delta Kappa Incorporated.

PAST EASTERN REGIONAL DIRECTORS COUNCIL

Dr. Juanita High 1979-1983
Florence O. King
June Day

1991-1995

1995-1999

Dr. Etta F. Carter

1999-2003

Charlotte M. Williams

2003-2007

Gwendolyn L. Watts

2007-2011

Drusilla M. Kinzonzi

2011-2015

Noreen E. Little

2015-2019

August 2020
Let’s go forth and get into
‘good and necessary trouble’.
God Bless You as you return to
your schools and assignments.
Have a wonderful and safe
academic year.

